In Vivo Metabolic Fingerprinting of Neutral Lipids with Hyperspectral Stimulated Raman Scattering Microscopy
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ABSTRACT: Metabolic fingerprinting provides valuable information on the physiopathological states of cells and tissues. Traditional imaging mass spectrometry and magnetic resonance imaging are unable to probe the spatial-temporal dynamics of metabolites at the subcellular level due to either lack of spatial resolution or inability to perform live cell imaging. Here we report a complementary metabolic imaging technique that is based on hyperspectral stimulated Raman scattering (hsSRS). We demonstrated the use of hsSRS imaging in quantifying two major neutral lipids: cholesteryl ester and triacylglycerol in cells and tissues. Our imaging results revealed previously unknown changes of lipid composition associated with obesity and steatohepatitis. We further used stable-isotope labeling to trace the metabolic dynamics of fatty acids in live cells and live Caenorhabditis elegans with hsSRS imaging. We found that unsaturated fatty acid has preferential uptake into lipid storage while saturated fatty acid exhibits toxicity in hepatic cells. Simultaneous metabolic fingerprinting of deuterium-labeled saturated and unsaturated fatty acids in living C. elegans revealed that there is a lack of interaction between the two, unlike previously hypothesized. Our findings provide new approaches for metabolic tracing of neutral lipids and their precursors in living cells and organisms, and could potentially serve as a general approach for metabolic fingerprinting of other metabolites.

INTRODUCTION

Understanding the complex metabolic processes that occur within living organisms provides important pathways to tackle major healthcare challenges such as diabetes and cancer. In the human body, each type of cell or tissue has a unique “metabolic fingerprint” that characterizes its specific function. The emerging field of metabolomics aims to uncover metabolic fingerprints of tissues at different physiopathological states. Its progress relies heavily on technological renovations with evolving capability of detecting and quantifying the thousands of metabolites (also known as metabolome) to be found in a biological sample. A wide range of mass spectrometry (MS) methods (usually coupled to gas chromatography or liquid chromatography) have been used to characterize the metabolome owing to their high sensitivity and specificity. To date, MS remains the key platform that is used to compare relative metabolite profile differences between biological samples. However, it only provides a snapshot of metabolite profile at a particular time point, and typically without any spatial context. Recent developments in imaging mass spectrometry (IMS) provide the much-needed spatial information for understanding disease mechanisms and their progresses. When combined with isotope labeling, IMS is extremely powerful in characterizing metabolic fate of small molecules at high resolution. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is another technique that has been shown to be applicable for mapping the spatial distribution of metabolites, especially when combined with stable-isotope labeling (13C, 15N, 17O) and/or hyperpolarization. Even though its sensitivity and specificity is rather limited compared with IMS, MRI has a significant advantage of being able to trace the
spatial-temporal dynamics of metabolites in live animals or human subjects.

Complementary to IMS or MRI, vibrational spectroscopy is another analytical technique that is capable of distinguishing different metabolites in intact biological samples. It has the advantages of minimal sample preparation, low cost, and high spatial resolution in imaging mode. Two different spectroscopic modalities are generally used for metabolic fingerprinting: Fourier-transform infrared (FTIR) and Raman. Raman imaging is advantageous over FTIR in that it is free from water interference and provides three-dimensional subcellular resolution. The major limitation of Raman imaging, however, is its slow speed due to the inefficiency of Raman scattering process. Coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering (CARS) and Stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) largely overcome this problem by improving the imaging sensitivity by 4–5 orders of magnitude. It has been used to image subcellular distribution of lipids, protein, nucleic acids, vitamins, drug molecules, etc., both in vitro and in vivo. However, the resolvability achieved with conventional CARS and SRS microscopy is limited. Molecular identification relies on unique sharp Raman peak features, which is not always available for metabolites. Few single-peak imaging of deuterated molecular species using CARS and SRS provides little information on the changing chemical state of metabolites in the tissue. Furthermore, a large number of metabolites in the tissue present overlapping Raman spectra, thus making separate quantification difficult. Recent technical advances in hyperspectral SRS (hsSRS) have enabled chemical mapping of molecules that have similar yet distinguishable Raman spectra, thus providing hope for metabolic fingerprinting of multiple molecular species.

In this report, we demonstrate the utility of hsSRS imaging in metabolic profiling of lipids. Lipids are important metabolites in the human body with vital effects on cell and organism physiology, ranging from membrane trafficking and cell maintenance to inflammation, metabolism and brain health. Dysfunction of lipid-related processes leads to the development of various human pathologies, such as metabolic disorders, cancer, and neurodegenerative diseases. However, tracking the spatiotemporal dynamics of structurally divergent lipid molecules in vivo has been technically challenging: lipid molecules are intrinsically nonfluorescent and labeling with fluorescent tag often alters the chemical activities of lipid molecules. Consequently, it has been difficult to differentially image various lipid molecules by the most commonly used fluorescence microscopic techniques. Although CARS and SRS have previously proved to be powerful tools for imaging lipid distribution in unfixed and unstained biological samples, metabolic profiling of lipids requires further differentiation of lipids with different chemical compositions. Here we demonstrate metabolic fingerprinting of neutral lipids at the individual lipid droplet level with hsSRS. Furthermore, we apply stable-isotope labeling with hsSRS to simultaneously track different fatty acid molecules in living cells and organisms. Our studies present a straightforward and powerful workflow to directly trace the metabolic dynamics of specific lipid molecules in various organisms under both physiological and pathological conditions. We believe that it opens up new avenues of investigation into spatial-temporal dynamics of many metabolites in live cells and animals, which will provide insights into aberrant metabolic processes in multiple diseases such as diabetes, steatohepatitis and cancer.

### MATERIALS AND METHODS

**Hyperspectral SRS Imaging.** The spectral focusing hsSRS imaging method and experimental setup (Figure 1a) were described in details in our recent paper. In brief, two synchronized femtosecond lasers (with center wavelengths at 1040 and 795 nm, respectively) were chirped to about 2 ps using SF57 glass rods. The temporal delay between the two pulsed lasers was controlled by a motorized stage.
The combined beam was sent into an inverted laser-scanning microscope (Olympus IX71, with Fluoview 300 scanning-head). A 60X water immersion objective (Olympus UPLSAPO 60XWIR) was used to focus the beams onto the sample, which was typically sandwiched between a glass slide and a coverslip. On the detection side, the Stokes beam was filtered out by a bandpass filter (Chroma CARS 890/220 nm) and the pump beam was detected by an amplified Si photodiode (Advanced Photonix) biased at 50 V. The SRS signal was detected with a home-built lock-in amplifier. Each frame was scanned in 1.12 s, providing 512×512 pixels. hsSRS imaging of 50 mM Rhodamine 6G dye (R6G) solution was performed in each imaging session for laser power calibration. The spectrum of R6G was divided by all the sample spectra to obtain intensity-normalized hsSRS spectra shown in all figures.

**Combined hsSRS Imaging with Deuterium Labeling.** A picosecond one-box laser system (picoEmerald, APE) was used for hsSRS imaging in the C–D region. This system is chosen due to its high spectral resolution and low non-Raman background, which is advantageous for low signal imaging in the C–D region; the disadvantage is that it has poorer repeatability and slower tuning, compared with the previous system. The pump wavelength of the picoEmerald was sequentially tunable using a home-built Labview program to control the Lyot filter inside the laser (while fixing the OPO crystal temperature), and a series of SRS images at evenly stepped pump wavelength was then acquired. The pump wavelength scan range was 855.6−870.3 nm, resulting in SRS spectra covering 2083−2280 cm⁻¹. The scan range was limited by the tuning range of the Lyot filter. We typically used 32 steps, with an average step size of 6.35 cm⁻¹. This method allows C–H imaging and C–D imaging on the same platform. For weak C–D SRS intensity at a low incorporation level, we removed non-SRS originated background signals that have a flat spectral response in the spectral range we scanned. To quantify the C–D signal, the signal intensity at 2110 cm⁻¹ (for C–D–C) or 2250 cm⁻¹ (for C=C–D) was subtracted with the off-resonance SRS signal at 2040 and 2280 cm⁻¹, respectively.

**Preparation of Synthetic Lipid Droplets (LDs).** To prepare C-containing synthetic LDs, 300 μL of cholesteryl oleate (100 mg/mL, dissolved in hexane) and 200 μL of phosphatidylcholine solutions (5 mg/mL, in 1:1 hexane/chloroform) were mixed in a round-bottom Corex glass tube. After evaporating the solvent under dry nitrogen, 15 mL of PBS was added to the tube. The tube was then placed in a boiling water bath to melt the lipids. The mixture was instantly sonicated for 30 min. TAG-containing LDs were prepared with the same procedure by replacing cholesteryl oleate with triolein.

**Yeast Strains and Culture.** FYS252 strain: are2Δ::His (no SE). FYS242 strain: dg1Δ::His 1ior1Δ::Kan (almost no TAG). Wild-type strain: BY4741 (MATa his3ΔΔ0 ura3Δ Δ0). Yeast Strains were created by routine lithium acetate transformation of E. coli (containing 5 mg/L cholesterol) with Caenorhabditis elegans Strains and Culture. Wild-type N2 strain from the C. elegans Genetics Center were grown on standard NGM plates (containing 5 mg/L cholesterol) with E. coli OP50 at 20 °C using standard protocols.

**Deuterated Fatty Acid Supplementation.** Mca-RH7777 liver cells were supplemented with 0.4 mM palmitic acid-D₃ (PA-D₃) or oleic acid-D₄ (OA-D₄) for 7 h. The fatty acid/BSA solution was prepared as described before, and then supplemented to culture medium.

**Deuterated Fatty Acid Supplementation.** For C. elegans fatty acid supplementation, OP50 bacterial culture was mixed well with 4 mM PA-D₃, or OA-D₄, or 2 mM PA-D₃ + 2 mM arachidonic acid (AA-D₈), and then seeded onto NGM plates. After 1-day-old adult worms were fed for the desired time, they were mounted onto 2% agarose pads with 0.5% NaN₃ as anesthetic on glass microscope slides.

**Thin Layer Chromatography (TLC).** For yeast TLC, 10 OD units of yeast cells were broken with glass beads and lipids were extracted with chloroform:methanol (1:1 v/v). Lipids were dried under nitrogen gas, loaded onto TLC plates (Whatman), developed in hexane:ethyl ether:acetic acid (80:20:1 v/v), and charred with cupric sulfate until lipid bands were visible.

**RESULTS**

**Quantitatively Differentiating Two Classes of Neutral Lipid Using hsSRS Imaging.** To test the capability of hsSRS imaging in different lipid molecules, we first used this technique to acquire the spectra of cholesteryl oleate, triolein, cholesterol and oleic acid in deuterated chloroform solutions. We acquired a total of 20 images that were evenly spaced between 2825 and 3050 cm⁻¹ for each sample, which covers the C–H stretching region of most biological molecules and provides spectra at a wavenumber spacing of 12.5 cm⁻¹ (Figure 1b). The four lipid molecules lack characteristic chemical bonds needed to separate...
them when using conventional SRS, but they generate distinguishable spectra when imaged with hsSRS (Figure 1b). Interestingly, we found that cholesteryl oleate and triolein exhibit significant differences in the hsSRS spectra ranging from 2950 to 3025 cm\(^{-1}\) (Figure 1b). Cholesteryl esters (CEs) and triacylglycerols (TAGs) are two major classes of neutral lipid molecules. The significant spectral differences between cholesteryl oleate and triolein suggest that hsSRS can be utilized as a quantitative method to study spatiotemporal distribution differences between CEs and TAGs in vivo. We verified the quantification ability of hsSRS by imaging a series of mixtures containing cholesteryl oleate and triolein. We calculated the ratio of the signal intensity between 3015 and 2965 cm\(^{-1}\) (\(R_{3015/2965}\)) and plotted it against the percentage of cholesteryl oleate. As expected, the intensity ratio exhibited a linear relationship with the percentage of cholesteryl oleate in the mixture (Figure 1c; \(R^2 = 0.994\)).

Inside a cell, CE and TAG are predominantly located in specialized cellular organelles called lipid droplets (LDs). It is now widely accepted that LDs are not inert inclusions of lipids, but rather are highly dynamic organelles that are heterogeneous in size, in localization, and in their associated proteins.\(^23\) To test the ability of hsSRS in differentiating CE and TAG within LDs, we first generated artificial LDs that contained either cholesteryl oleate or triolein, and then imaged their mixture using hsSRS. Although both classes of LDs varied in size by more than an order of magnitude (Figure 1d), we were able to separate them based on their normalized spectra (Figure 1e). We then calculated \(R_{3015/2965}\) for each pixel in the image and found that the pixels derived from the LDs were separated into two groups in the histogram (Figure 1f). The \(R_{3015/2965}\) peaks of these two groups—0.29 and 0.75—are correlated with 100% CE and 100% TAG, respectively. In the \(R_{3015/2965}\) image, CE- or TAG-containing LDs in the mixture are now clearly distinguishable (Figure 1g), which were not possible with conventional SRS (Figure 1d). Importantly, the spectra and \(R_{3015/2965}\) that were obtained with artificial LDs (Figure 1e,f) exhibit remarkable consistency with those of the pure chemical solutions (Figure 1b,c), thereby indicating a high degree of spectral repeatability achieved with hsSRS. We note that the acquired hsSRS spectra is system dependent, and thus comparison of sample spectra to standard chemical spectra measured with the same system is necessary.

**Metabolic Fingerprinting of Neutral Lipids in Vivo.** Next, we validated that hsSRS is efficacious for metabolic fingerprinting of neutral lipids in vivo. In *Saccharomyces cerevisiae*, Are1 and Are2 encode acyl-coenzyme A (CoA):cholesterol acyltransferase-related enzymes, which are essential for the synthesis of steryl esters (SE, similar to CE in animal cells).\(^24\) On the other hand, Dga1 and Lro1 encode acyl-CoA:diacylglycerol acyltransferase and lecithin-cholesterol acyltransferase, respectively, which are the major contributors to TAG synthesis.\(^25\) The yeast mutant strains—FYS252 (lacking Are1 and Are2) and FYS242 (lacking Dga1 and Lro1)—have defective SE and TAG synthesis, respectively. With hsSRS imaging of these yeast strains, we found that the FYS252 mutants contain LDs that exhibit TAG-like \(R_{3015/2965}\) and hsSRS spectra and the LDs of the FYS242 mutants exhibit CE-like \(R_{3015/2965}\) and hsSRS spectra (Figure 2a–g and Figure S1a,b). For the LDs in wild-type yeast cells, both the spectra and \(R_{3015/2965}\) fell mostly in between those of the FYS252 and the FYS242 mutants and exhibit no apparent clustering (Figure 2f and Figure S1c). Biochemical analyses of lipid composition using thin-layer chromatography (TLC) confirmed our findings (Figure 2h).

**Revealing Different Distributions of Neutral Lipids in Mammalian Cells and Tissues.** We then used hsSRS to image neutral lipids in mammalian cells and tissues. In the murine macrophage cell line RAW 264.7 supplemented with oleic acid and cholesterol, we observed CE-like spectra and \(R_{3015/2965}\) images (Figure 3a,c,e), suggesting predominant storage of CE in macrophage cells. In contrast, the hepatic cell line McA-RH7777 with the same culture medium and supplements showed TAG-like spectra and \(R_{3015/2965}\) images (Figure 3b,d,e), suggesting predominant TAG storage in hepatic cells.

In wild-type mice fed chow diet, we found that the adrenal gland, an important steroidogenic tissue, contains a small number of LDs (Figure S2a), and most of these LDs exhibit \(R_{3015/2965}\) and hsSRS spectra that are close to CE (Figure S2a,c). In contrast, LDs in the liver tissue show \(R_{3015/2965}\) and hsSRS spectra similar to pure TAG (Figure 4a,b, 0 h). These differences can be visualized simply by comparing the \(R_{3015/2965}\) images (Figure 4a and Figure S2a). Our analyses thus show that neutral lipid molecules are differentially distributed in different mammalian cells and tissues. In addition,
we found that \( R_{3015/2965} \) of all the LDs in the cells and tissues are narrowly distributed in a small range (Figures 3e and 4a), suggesting a relatively homogeneous lipid composition among different LDs within the same type of cells and tissues.

**Tracking Metabolic Changes of Neutral Lipids Associated with Obesity and Fatty Liver.** Next, we applied hsSRS based metabolic fingerprinting of neutral lipids to study lipid composition changes associated with metabolic diseases. Ectopic lipid accumulation in non-adipose tissues is a key pathological consequence of obesity, causing various metabolic dysfunctions.26 The ob/ob mouse with leptin deficiency is a widely used genetic animal model of obesity, in which excess lipids are deposited in both adipose and non-adipose tissues.27 Normal steroidogenic tissues showed predominant CE distribution (Figure S2a). In the ob/ob mouse, the LD number and size of the adrenal gland increased dramatically (Figure S2b). More importantly, their hsSRS spectra also exhibit significant changes (Figure S2c): although the average spectrum is still close to that of CE, the intensity of the 3015 cm\(^{-1}\) peak (originate from C═C─H stretching\(^8\)) is significantly elevated in the ob/ob mouse, suggesting an increased deposition of unsaturated lipid molecules into LDs in the obese mouse.

In the liver, excess lipid accumulation is not only associated with obesity, but also seen in patients with alcoholic and nonalcoholic fatty liver diseases, leading to insulin resistance and liver cancer.28 Recent studies implicated endoplasmic reticulum (ER) stress in the development and progression of nonalcoholic steatohepatitis.29 Injecting mice with the ER stress-inducing drug tunicamycin results in rapid lipid accumulation in the liver.29,30 Using hsSRS, we confirmed that both the number and size of hepatic LDs are dramatically increased in wild-type mice injected with tunicamycin (Figure 4a). The expansion of LDs is predominantly due to increased deposition of TAG, which is reflected by their TAG-resembling spectra (Figure 4b). This result is also corroborated by TLC analysis of extracted lipids (Figure S3). Furthermore, we noticed that, after tunicamycin treatment, the intensity of the peak at 3015 cm\(^{-1}\) is significantly elevated (Figure 4b), the unsaturation ratio (signal intensity at 3015 to 2850 cm\(^{-1}\)) is significantly elevated by 9% and 17% after 24 and 48 h of treatment, respectively (Figure 4c). These results suggest that ER stress induces rapid deposition of TAG into hepatic LDs.
and that these quickly expanded LDs preferentially utilize unsaturated fatty acids for TAG synthesis.

**Metabolic Tracing of Stable-Isotope Labeled Fatty Acids in Living Cells with hsSRS.** Stable-isotope labeling is a commonly used strategy to improve the specificity of molecular detection. In particular, stable-isotope labeling is extremely useful in quantifying the dynamics of molecular changes with pulse-chase experiments. Stable isotope labeling by amino acids in cell culture (SILAC) is a widely adopted approach for in vivo incorporation of a label into proteins for MS-based quantitative proteomics. MS can also measure metabolic flux with $^{13}$C labeled precursors. Alternatively, hyperpolarized $^{13}$C NMR/MRI is powerful for mapping metabolites in the glycolytic pathway and the Krebs cycle. A similar strategy can be applied to Raman-based imaging. In fact, a number of Raman imaging studies have been carried out to characterize the metabolic incorporation of fatty acids, amino acids, and carbohydrates into cells. C–D imaging with nonlinear Raman techniques including CARS and SRS provides better sensitivity and high imaging speed. When the C–H bonds of fatty acid molecules are replaced with C–D, their stretching Raman signals are shifted into a “silence window” (Figure 5a), while the biological properties of the fatty acid molecules remain mostly unmodified. However, so far CARS and SRS imaging both rely on the total C–D signal without distinguishing different species. By combining hsSRS imaging with stable-isotope labeling, it is possible to differentiate labeled lipid metabolites and detect changes in their chemical states. Here we demonstrate hsSRS imaging of the metabolic dynamics of pulse labeled deuterated fatty acids in living cells as well as in living animals.

Fatty acids, a key class of small metabolites, are crucial precursors of lipid molecules. We first examined the incorporation dynamics of different deuterated fatty acid molecules in McA-RH7777 hepatic cells with SRS imaging at 2110 cm$^{-1}$. We chose PA-D$_{31}$ to represent saturated fatty acids and oleic acid-D$_{34}$ (OA-D$_{34}$) to represent unsaturated fatty acids. The ratio between their signal intensities at 2110 cm$^{-1}$ directly measures the ratio of their concentration. We incubated the cells with either PA-D$_{31}$ or OA-D$_{34}$ for 7 h and found that the signal intensity at 2110 cm$^{-1}$ from PA-D$_{31}$ is significantly lower than that from OA-D$_{34}$ (Figure 5b). To compare the incorporation rate, we normalized the intensity of the C–D signals to that of the C–H signals, and showed that the incorporation of OA-D$_{34}$ is 24% faster than that of PA-D$_{31}$ (Figure 5c).

Surprisingly, we also observed abnormal membrane-like structures with strong C–D signals in the cytosol of PA-D$_{31}$-labeled cells, but not in OA-D$_{34}$-labeled cells (Figure 5b and Figure S4). Those structures were detected in all the images that we captured and in about 61% of PA-D$_{31}$-labeled cells (Figure S4). We analyzed the spectra of those membrane-like structures and found that they are identical to those from LDs, indicating that those structures are rich in PA-D$_{31}$. We also found that the morphology of PA-D$_{31}$-labeled cells appears less healthy than that of OA-D$_{34}$-labeled cells (Figure S4). Those phenotypic changes in PA-labeled cells may be due to alterations in membrane fluidity and/or structure as a result of increased saturation of membrane lipids, which is likely associated with the cytotoxicity of saturated fatty acids.

**Metabolic Tracing of Stable-Isotope Labeled Fatty Acids in Living Animals.** Next, we tracked the dynamics of deuterated fatty acid molecules at the whole organism level in *C. elegans*. *C. elegans* is an excellent model system for metabolic studies based on Raman imaging due to its whole-body transparency. We imaged deuterated fatty acids using hsSRS in live *C. elegans* and traced their uptake, transportation and incorporation over time. These fatty acids exhibit distinct spectra and therefore allow profiling with hsSRS (Figure 6a). Within 5 h of supplementation with OA-D$_{34}$ we detected its distribution in several different tissues of adult *C. elegans*, including the intestine, the hypodermis, oocytes, and embryos (Figure S5). These results suggest that absorbed fatty acid molecules can be rapidly transported from the intestine to peripheral tissues.

In *C. elegans*, the intestine not only is a digestive organ but also combines the functions of liver and adipose tissue to store lipids and regulate metabolism. Using hsSRS, we found that *C. elegans* intestinal LDs predominantly contain TAG, similar to mouse hepatic LDs (Figure S6). Consistent with the results in mammalian hepatic cells, we also found that the signal intensity at 2110 cm$^{-1}$ from PA-D$_{31}$ is lower than that from OA-D$_{34}$ in the intestinal cells after 12 and 24 h of supplementation (Figure 6b). After normalized to the C–H signals, the incorporation rate of OA-D$_{34}$ is about 2 times faster than that of PA-D$_{31}$ within 12 h of supplementation and 3 times faster within 24 h (Figure 6c). Together our results show that unsaturated fatty acids are rapidly transported from the intestine to peripheral tissues.

---

**Figure 5.** Tracking incorporation dynamics of different fatty acid molecules in hepatic cells with deuterium-labeling-coupled hsSRS. (a) Spontaneous Raman spectra of LDs in wild-type *C. elegans* fed with or without deuterated palmitic acid (PA-D$_{31}$). The Raman signal peak of C–D bonds at 2110 cm$^{-1}$ is located in the “silence window” that contains no signals from unlabeled samples. (b) hsSRS images of hepatic cells (McA-RH7777) labeled with either PA-D$_{31}$ or OA-D$_{34}$ for 7 h. The incorporation of deuterated fatty acids was imaged at 2110 cm$^{-1}$, and the total lipid level was imaged at 2850 cm$^{-1}$. The ratio between the C–D and the C–H signal intensities was used to measure the level of fatty acid incorporation into LDs. Arrowheads indicate abnormal membrane-like structures caused by PA feeding. Scale bar = 10 μm. (c) The incorporation rate of OA-D$_{34}$ is 24% faster than PA-D$_{31}$ in hepatic cells. n = 93 for PA-D$_{31}$; n = 244 for OA-D$_{34}$; ***p < 0.001.

---

acids are utilized preferentially as substrates for TAG synthesis and then are incorporated into LDs.

We then utilized the spectral difference between deuterated unsaturated fatty acid and deuterated saturated fatty acid to track their states after incorporation into LDs. Different from the saturated ones, deuterated unsaturated fatty acids have an additional peak at 2250 cm\(^{-1}\) arising from C=C–D stretching (Figure 6a). The intensity of this peak is proportional to the number of C=C–D bonds. By comparing the hsSRS spectra of C. elegans LDs to that of pure solutions, we concluded that neither PA-D\(_{31}\) nor OA-D\(_{34}\) underwent any substantial modification such as desaturation. More importantly, the difference in the spectra between C=C–C–D and D=C–C–D offers a unique opportunity to simultaneously trace saturated and unsaturated fatty acids \textit{in vivo} and to analyze their interactions during their incorporation into LDs. To demonstrate this new approach, we supplemented C. elegans with deuterated palmitic acid (PA-D\(_{31}\)) and deuterated arachidonic acid (AA-D\(_{8}\)) and acquired hsSRS spectra of LDs in these dual-labeled animals. As expected, the hsSRS spectra exhibit two separate peaks at 2110 and 2250 cm\(^{-1}\) that are derived from PA-D\(_{31}\) and AA-D\(_{8}\), respectively (Figure 6d). Furthermore, the signal intensity at 2110 cm\(^{-1}\) in the dual-labeled sample is comparable to that of the sample labeled with PA-D\(_{31}\) alone (Figure 6d, e), revealing that the presence of unsaturated fatty acids does not accelerate the rate at which saturated fatty acids are incorporated, unlike previously proposed by Listenberger.\(^{41}\) These studies demonstrate that hsSRS, when coupled with deuterium labeling, provides a new method for simultaneously tracing multiple lipid molecules specifically \textit{in vivo}.

## DISCUSSION

Metabolomics provides crucial readouts on the universal outcome of influencing factors on disease states, and therefore has great potentials in early diagnosis, therapy monitoring, and understanding the pathogenesis of diseases. To fully realize those potentials, innovative analytical technologies are needed. hsSRS imaging potentially offers a complementary approach to MS and NMR/MRI in monitoring metabolic states and the dynamics of metabolites in living biological systems. We demonstrated this possibility with lipid metabolite fingerprinting. Similar to proteins, the physiological activities of lipid molecules are tightly associated with their composition, spatial distribution, and temporal dynamics. In this study, we reported a general method based on hsSRS and deuterium labeling to quantitatively image different types of lipid molecules \textit{in vivo} and to track their spatiotemporal dynamics in living cells and organisms. Based on this approach, we were able to distinguish two classes of neutral lipid molecules, TAG and CE at the single-LD level in yeast, C. elegans, cultured mammalian cells, and mouse tissues, and to elucidate the dynamics of different fatty acids molecules during their incorporation and transportation \textit{in vivo}.

Our imaging data show that the distribution of neutral lipids is heterogeneous between different tissues and between different organisms. Yeast cells consist of a mixture of TAG and CE, while C. elegans predominantly contains TAG. In mammalian cells and tissues, TAG and CE are heterogeneously distributed depending on the type of the cell or the tissue. This lipid compositional heterogeneity is likely related to the physiological activities of different tissues and organisms. Recently, Hsieh and colleagues used fatty acid BODIPY 558/568 C\(_{12}\) and cholesteryl BODIPY 500/510 FL C\(_{12}\) to show that there are distinct TAG- and CE-containing LDs in McA-RH7777 hepatic cells, and different Perilipin families of proteins coat distinct LD subpopulation.\(^{41}\) However, using label-free hsSRS, we only detected TAG-containing LDs in the same hepatic cell line and found that lipid compositions of LDs are homogeneous inside the cell. The discrepancy could be due to the BODIPY labeling methods, which could change the molecular properties of lipid molecules and result in mischaracterization of LDs.

Furthermore, we found that lipid compositional changes are associated with obesity and steatohepatitis. In the \textit{ob/ob} mouse...
or in the mouse challenged with ER-stress-induced hepatic steatosis, lipid accumulation in non-adipose tissues is accompanied by an increased level of unsaturation in neutral lipids. Due to the important role of fatty acid unsaturation play in biophysical properties of membrane, it is conceivable that this compositional change in neutral lipids will influence the cell physiology. With deuterated fatty acid tracing, we have already observed abnormal membrane structures built up when cells take up significant amount of saturated fatty acids. Recently, Ariyama and colleagues showed that a decrease in membrane phospholipid unsaturation induces the unfolded protein response in the ER. Thus, it will be very interesting for future studies to dissect whether and how the compositional changes of neutral lipids influence membrane phospholipid composition, and consequently affect lipotoxicity in non-adipose tissues.

Our results also show that different lipid molecules exhibit great heterogeneity in their incorporation and transportation dynamics. The incorporation rate of unsaturated fatty acids into existing LDs is much faster than saturated fatty acids. This might be related to the preference of lipid-synthesizing enzymes for their substrates; for example, in vitro studies suggest that acyl-coenzyme A:diacylglycerol acyltransferase 2 (DGAT2), which is localized at the LD membrane and catalyzes the last step of TAG synthesis, preferentially utilizes monounsaturated fatty acids. Through metabolic tracing of two different deuterium labeled fatty acids, we found that the presence of unsaturated fatty acids (AAs) does not accelerate the incorporation of saturated fatty acids (PAs), which challenges the previous hypothesis by Listenberger and colleagues that unsaturated fatty acids facilitate the incorporation of saturated fatty acids into TAG.

Future studies based on the stable-isotope labeling hsSRS imaging approach are expected to uncover more previously unknown interactions between different fatty acid molecules.

Even though we only demonstrated fingerprinting of lipids in this work, it is straightforward to extend the approach to image other metabolites such as glucose and amino acids. A major limitation is the sensitivity of the imaging. Most recently, Wei demonstrated that by tagging an alkyne group to small molecules, the detection sensitivity can be increased to 200 μM.

The sensitivity can be further improved with longer averaging and higher laser power, with a trade-off of photodamage to the sample. We believe hsSRS imaging provides a complementary approach to IMS and MRI for metabolic profiling of biological samples, which fills the niche of live cell and tissue imaging at subcellular resolution. Because no sample preparation is required for hsSRS imaging, it is also straightforward to combine different metabolic imaging modalities to characterize biological systems across different temporal and spatial scales.
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